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p=.007,!as!previously!established!in!the!ANOVA!analyses,!condition!did!not!predict!cognitive!fluency,!β =!P.08,!p=.61,!one!of!the!critical!paths!needed!to!establish!mediation.!Cognitive!fluency!marginally!predicted!RWT!originality!when!controlling!for!condition,  β =!.27,!p=.06,!but!the!relationship!between!condition!and!RWT!originality!remained!virtually!unchanged!when!controlling!for!cognitive!fluency, β!=!P.40,!t(37)!=P2.80,!p=.008,!indicating!lack!of!mediation.!My!hypothesis,!regarding!reduced!anxiety!as!a!mediator,!was!also!not!supported.!As!before,!condition!did!predict!RWT!originality,!β =!P.42,!t(38)!=P2.88!,!
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Remote!Associations!Task:!!Look!at!the!three!words!and!find!a!fourth!word!related!to!all!three.!Answer!as!many!as!you!can!in!2!minutes;!feel!free!to!skip!to!ones!you!know.!For!example:!!blue!cake!cottage—cheese!!! 1. rocking!!!!wheel!!!!high! ! ! ________________________!
2. night!!!!wrist!!!!stop! ! ! ! ________________________!
3. puppy!!!!true!!!letter! ! ! ! ________________________!!
4. sense!!!!courtesy!!!!place! ! ! ________________________!
5. river!!!!note!!!!account! ! ! ________________________!
6. dust!!!!cereal!!!!fish! ! ! ! ________________________!!
7. poison!!!!league!!!!creeping! ! ! ________________________!
8. right!!!!cat!!!!carbon! ! ! ! ________________________!
9. dress!!!!dial!!!!flower! ! ! ! ________________________!
10. property!!!!moral!!!!price! ! ! ________________________!
11. sake!!!!pet!!!!nick! ! ! ! ________________________!
12. sea!!!!home!!!!stomach! ! ! ________________________!
13. cracker!!!!fly!!!!fighter!! ! ! ________________________!
14. dream!!!!break!!!!light! ! ! ________________________!
15. ruby!!!!glass!!!!bunny! ! ! ! ________________________!
!!
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Answers!to!RAT!items!1. chair!!2. watch!!3. love!!4. common!!5. bank!!6. bowl!!7. ivy!!8. carbon!!9. sun!!10. value!!11. name!!12. sick!!13. fire!!14. day!!15. slippers!!! !
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!!Figure!1.!Participants!who!listened!to!the!mindfulness!meditation!(Mmindful!=5.20,!SDmindful!=1.85)!scored!significantly!higher!on!RWT!fluency!than!those!who!listened!to!the!sham!meditation!(Msham!=3.33,!SDsham=1.54).!! !
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!Figure!2.!Participants!who!listened!to!the!mindfulness!meditation!(Mmindful!=6.16,!SDmindful!=2.37)!scored!significantly!higher!on!RWT!originality!than!those!who!listened!to!the!sham!meditation!(Msham=!4.07,!SDsham=1.94).!!!
